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Questioning strategies for induction from Hilda Taba
From "Thinking Inductively," in Joyce and Weil, Models of Teaching, Chapter 10, 150-152.

TABLE 10.1 CONCEPT FORMATION
Overt Activity
1. Enumeration, listing

Covert Mental Operations
Eliciting Questions
Differentiation (identifying
What do you see? hear? note?
separate items)
2. Grouping
Identifying common properties,
What belongs together? On what
abstracting
criterion?
3. Labeling, categorizing
Determining the hierarchical order How would you call these groups?
of things (super- and
What belongs to what?
subordination)
Source: Hilda Taba, Teacher's Handbook for Elementary Social Studies (Reading, Mass.: AddisonWesley Publishing Co., Inc., 1967) p. 92.

TABLE 10.2 INTERPRETATION OF DATA
Overt Activity
1. Identifying critical
relationships
2. Exploring relationships
3. Making inferences

Covert Mental Operations
Differentiating

Eliciting Questions
What did you notice? see? find?

Relating categories to each
other Determining cause-and-effect
relationships
Going beyond what is given Finding
implications, extrapolating

Why did this happen?

What does this mean? What
picture does it create in your
mind? What could you conclude?
Source: Hilda Taba, Teacher's Handbook for Elementary Social Studies (Reading, Mass.: AddisonWesley Publishing Co., Inc., 1967) p. 101.

TABLE 10.3 APPLICATION OF PRINCIPLES
Overt Activity
1. Predicting consequences,
explaining unfamiliar
phenomena, hypothesizing
2. Explaining and/or
supporting the predictions
and hypotheses
3. Verifying the prediction

Covert Mental Operations
Analyzing the nature of the
problem or situation, retrieving
relevant knowledge
Determining the causal links
leading to prediction or hypothesis

Eliciting Questions
What would happen if . . . ?
Why do you think this would
happen?

Using logical principles or factual
What would it take for this to be
knowledge to determine necessary generally true or probably true?
and sufficient conditions
Source: Hilda Taba, Teacher's Handbook for Elementary Social Studies (Reading, Mass.: AddisonWesley Publishing Co., Inc., 1967) p. 109.

Significance
Is this the most
important problem
to consider? Which
of these facts is most
important?

Fairnessit!
Compare
What is it similar to?
Do
I have
vested
What
is itany
different
interest
in
this
issue?
from?
Am I representing
others viewpoints?

Clarity
Could you elaborate
further? Could you give
me an example? Could
you illustrate what you
mean?

Logic
Does this all make
sense together? Does
what you say follow
from evidence?

Accuracy
How could we check
on that? How could
we verify or test
that? How could we
find out if that is
true?

Precision
Could you be more
specific? Could you
give me more
details? Could you
be more exact?

Critical
Thinking Cube
Version 1

Clarity
Could you elaborate
further? Could you
give me an example?
Could you illustrate
what you mean?

Relevance
Compare it!
Whatdoes
is itthis
similar
How
relateto?
to
What
is
it
different
the problem? How
from?
does
that bear on the
question? How does
that help us with the
issue?

Breadth
Do we need to look at his
from another
perspective? Do we
need to consider another
point of view? Do we
need to look at this in
other ways?

Precision
Could you be more
specific? Could you
give me more
details? Could you be
more exact?

Depth
What factors make this
a difficult problem?
What are some of the
complexities of this
question? What are
some difficulties?

Accuracy
How could we check
on that? How could we
find out if that is true?
How could we verify
or test that?

Critical
Thinking Cube
Version 2

Describe It!
Look at the object
closely and use all
your senses to
describe it. Use as
many adjectives as
you can!

Compare it!
What is it similar to?
What is it different
from?

Creative
Thinking Cube

Compare it!
What is it similar to?
What is it different
from?

Apply it!
What can do with
it? How could the
object be used?

Question It!
What do you want
to know about the
object?

Math Questions to use for
Homework Help
When your child is stuck, ask….
• What do you know that is not stated in the problem?
• What facts do you have?
• How did you tackle similar problems?
• Could you try it with simpler numbers? Fewer numbers?
Using a number line?
• Would it help to create a diagram? Make a table? Draw a picture?
To promote problem solving, ask……
• What do you need to find out?
• What strategies are you going to use?
To make connections among ideas, ask…
• What ideas have you learned before that were useful in solving this problem?
To encourage reflection, ask…
• Does your answer seem reasonable? Why or why not?
• Can you describe your method to me?
• Can you explain why it works?
To build confidence and rely on their own understanding, ask….
• Why is that true?
• How did you reach that conclusion?
• Can you make a model to show that?
To help make sense of math and reason mathematically, ask…
• Can you convince the rest of us that your answer makes sense?
• Can you predict the next one? What about the last one?
• How would you prove that?
To check progress, ask…
• Can you explain what you have done
so far?
• What else is there to do?
• Why did you decide to use this
method?
• Can you think of another method that
might have worked?
• Is there a more efficient strategy?
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